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Abstract
Complex contagions describe diffusion of behaviors in a social network in settings where spreading
requires the influence by two or more neighbors. In a k-complex contagion, a cluster of nodes are
initially infected, and additional nodes become infected in the next round if they have at least k already
infected neighbors. It has been argued that complex contagions better model behavioral changes such as
adoption of new beliefs, fashion trends or expensive technology innovations. This has motivated rigorous
understanding of spreading of complex contagions in social networks. Despite simple contagions (k = 1)
that spread fast in all small world graphs, how complex contagions spread is much less understood.
Previous work [11] analyzes complex contagions in Kleinberg’s small world model [14] where edges are
randomly added according to a spatial distribution (with exponent γ) on top of a two dimensional grid
structure. It has been shown in [11] that the speed of complex contagions differs exponentially when
γ = 0 compared to when γ = 2.
In this paper, we fully characterize the entire parameter space of γ except at one point, and provide
upper and lower bounds for the speed of k-complex contagions. We study two subtly different variants
of Kleinberg’s small world model and show that, with respect to complex contagions, they behave differ-
ently. For each model and each k ≥ 2, we show that there is an intermediate range of values, such that
when γ takes any of these values, a k-complex contagion spreads quickly on the corresponding graph,
in a polylogarithmic number of rounds. However, if γ is outside this range, then a k-complex contagion
requires a polynomial number of rounds to spread to the entire network.
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1 Introduction
Social behavior is undoubtedly one of the defining characteristics of us as a species. Social acts are influ-
enced by the behavior of others while at same time influencing them. New social behaviors may emerge
and spread in the network like a contagion. Some of these contagions are beneficial (e.g., adopting healthy
lifestyle) or profitable (e.g., viral marketing), while some others are destructive and undesirable (such as
teenager smoking, alcohol abuse, or vandalism). To effectively promote desirable contagions and discour-
age undesirable ones, the first step is to understand how these contagions spread in networks and what are
the important parameters that lead to fast spreading.
Social contagions can be categorized by the way they spread in networks. Our focus in this paper is
on contagions that are complex, contagions that require social reaffirmation from multiple neighbors, as
opposed to simple ones, which can spread through a single contact. Simple contagions are adequate models
for many spreading phenomena such as rumors, disease, etc. But, when a spreading contagion is concerned
with individual’s actions and behavioral changes, it has been argued in sociology literature that complex
contagions represent most of the realistic settings. This model of contagion makes an important distinction
between the acquisition of information and the decision to act on the information. While it takes only a
single tie for people to hear about a new belief, technology, fad or fashion, “it is when they see people they
know getting involved, that they become most susceptible to recruitment”, as Centola and Macy [7] explain.
Many examples of complex contagions have been reported in social studies, including buying pricey
technological innovations, changes in social behaviors, the decision to migrate, etc. [9, 6]. Studies of large
scale data sets from online social networks, like Facebook and Twitter, have confirmed the existence of the
complex contagion phenomenon as well [21, 20].
The speed of simple contagions is inherently linked to the diameter of the network. As such, almost all
generative social network models support fast (polylogarithmic) spreading of simple contagions, because
they have a small diameter (reflecting the small world property of real world social networks) [14, 18]. But
much less is known about the network properties that enable fast spreading of complex contagions. Complex
contagions do not adhere to sub-modularity and sub-additivity upon which many analyses depend. Also,
the super-additive character of complex contagions means that they are integrally related to community
structure, as complex contagions intuitively spread better in dense regions of a network– an observation
concurred by real world experiments [6].
There have been only a few results on formal analysis of the spreading characteristics of complex con-
tagions. All of them use the model of a k-complex contagion, in which time is divided into rounds and a
node becomes infected (e.g., adopting the new behavior) in the next round if at least k of its neighbors are
infected in the current round. Immediate questions to answer include whether a complex contagion spreads
to the entire graph, and if so, how many rounds it will take. Despite the simplicity of this model, it suf-
ficiently captures the qualitative difference of single versus cumulative exposure in social influences and
already embraces a fair amount of technical challenges. This is also the model we adopt in this paper.
Prior Work Centola and Macy [7] studied complex contagions in the Watts-Strogatz model. The Watts-
Strogatz model has nodes on a ring where nodes nearby on the ring are connected by edges and a small
fraction of the edges are uniformly randomly ‘re-wired’. The network diameter before random rewiring is
large (linear in the number of nodes) but with even a small number of randomly rewired edges the diameter
quickly drops down. The strong community structure helps a complex contagion to spread but unfortunately
the spreading is slow and cannot exploit the random edges that help to spread simple contagions. On the
contrary, the random rewiring starts to erode the capability to support complex contagions as the community
structure starts to break apart.
Ghasemiesfeh et. at [11] made this observation on the importance of the distribution of these random
edges more rigorous, under the more general small world model proposed by Kleinberg [14]. In the 2D
version of this model, nodes stay on an underlying 2D grid. Nodes that are within a constant Manhattan
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distance of each other are connected, these edges are denoted as strong ties, which model community struc-
tures. In addition, each node on the grid issues a constant number of random edges following the distribution
that p chooses to connect to q with probability proportional to 1/|pq|γ , where |pq| is the Manhattan distance
between p, q, and γ is a non-negative parameter. These randomly chosen edges are labeled as weak ties and
help create the small world property and support fast spreading of simple contagions. When the initial seeds
are chosen to be a cluster of nearby nodes in the underlying metric, it is proved in [11], that for γ = 2,
a 2-complex contagion spreads in at most O(log3.5 n) rounds in a network of n nodes, but for γ = 0 the
contagion needs Ω(poly(n)) time to cover the entire network (this setting corresponds to a 2-dimensional
Newman-Watts model [18]).
1.1 Our Results
We substantially improve upon the prior work [11] by characterizing k-complex contagions in the Klein-
berg’s small world model for all values of k and an almost complete range of γ, the exponent of a spatial
distribution upon which random edges are created .
In addition, we also show that a subtle difference in the multiplicity of edges in Kleinberg’s small world
model implies large differences in what parameter regime quickly spreads k-complex contagions. In the
model analyzed by [11], it was implicitly assumed that the k random edges placed by the same node are
sampled without replacement, thus disallowing multi-edges. In this case, to spread the contagion, we need
at least k initially infected nodes. In a slight variation, if the k edges are chosen independently of each other,
i.e., with replacement, the generated graph may have multi-edges. Thus, a single node by itself may start a
complex contagion. Both variations have real world interpretations. In the former variation, we need to have
different infected neighbors to generate enough influence. In the latter, we count the number of repeated
exposures to the new idea/belief, even if the exposure is from the same friend/entity. Analytically, however,
this minor difference generates different behaviors. We show below that the parameter range for γ to allow
fast spreading of a complex contagion in each of these variations differs.
Let αk =
2(k2+k+2)
k(k+1) and βk =
2(k+1)
k . We show that k-complex contagions in the Kleinberg’s small
world model without multi-edges spread in O(polylog(n)) rounds if γ ∈ [2, αk), and in Ω(poly(n)) rounds
otherwise (except for γ = αk for which we do not know). We refer to polylogarithmic and polynomial
speeds as fast and slow respectively. For k-complex contagions in the model with allowing multi-edges,
the fast spreading parameter range for γ changes to [2, βk) instead, outside of which the contagion spreads
slowly, again, except for γ = βk for which we do not know. This is summarized in Figure 1. We note that
the results for γ = 2 and γ = 0 were already known by previous work [11].
Figure 1: Speed for a k-complex contagion for Kleinberg’s small world model with parameter γ. Green indicates polylogarithmic
spreading in both models; red indicates that the contagions require polynomial number of rounds to spread in both models; and
yellow indicates polylogarithmic spreading in the model with multi-edges and polynomial spreading in the model w/o multi-edges.
We note that as γ approaches 2 from the right, it successfully spreads k-complex contagions for a greater
range of k, however, if γ > 2, this range is always bounded. Additionally, Figure 1 illustrates the results
of k = 1 (the diameter), which were proven in a series of work [14, 15, 19]. Our results naturally reprove
these results for γ > 2, however, we note that in contrast to the simple contagions, complex contagions do
not spread fast for any parameter in the range [0, 2).
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We give a conceptual view of our results next. Note that complex contagions require a wide bridge to
jump from the infected nodes to the uninfected ones. Such wide bridges are already supplied by the strong
ties, allowing the complex contagion to spread along the underlying metric of the model. But such spreading
is slow. To boost the speed, the weak ties must also form wide bridges. The ability to form such wide bridges
is significantly affected by the changes in the parameter γ. In particular, when γ is in the sweet spot interval,
the weak ties form wide bridges in a variety of different length scales. This triggers recursive cascading
and allows the contagion to grow in size by an exponential rate and thus, the speed of complex contagions
becomes fast (polylogarithmic). This intuition bears some similarity to the analyses of Kleinberg’s myopic
routing algorithm [14] and the diameter of Kleinberg’s model [15, 19]. In those analyses, if γ is in a range
where random edges are prevalent in all distance ranges, myopic routing is fast and the diameter is small
(both polylogarithmic).
Our lower bound proofs, on the other hand, require a careful dissection of the spreading pattern of
complex contagions in the graph. When γ is smaller than the sweet spot interval, the weak ties do not form
wide bridges (Theorem 7). And when γ is larger than the sweet spot interval, the wide bridges formed by
the weak ties are too short, and unable to reach far away regions of the network (Theorems 8 and 9). In both
cases, it takes a polynomial number of rounds for the contagion to spread to the entire graph.
The results in this paper substantially enrich previous observations on how community structures are
relevant to the spreading of complex contagions [6]. While many dense community structures could spread
complex contagions, certain edge distributions could make the spreading exponentially faster than others.
The analysis in this paper shows the delicacy and richness of the complex contagion phenomenon.
Organization of This Paper In Section 2, we present the models and definitions. Section 3 discusses the
polylogarithmic upper bounds. Section 4 shows polynomial lower bounds. Finally, in Section 5, we outline
some of the related works to our paper.
2 Preliminaries
We formally define a k-complex contagion process in a graph. We assume k is a small constant.
Definition 1. A k-complex contagion CC(G, k, I) is a contagion that initially infects vertices of I and
spreads over graph G. The contagion proceeds in rounds. At each round, each vertex with at least k
infected neighbors becomes infected. The vertices of I are called the initial seeds.
In the Kleinberg’s small world model [14], n nodes are defined on a
√
n×√n grid1. We connect each
node u to nodes within grid Manhattan distance d√me, wherem is a constant. These edges are referred to as
strong ties. In addition, each node generates m random outgoing edges, termed weak ties. The probability
that node p connects to node q via a random edge is equal to λ/|pq|γ , in which |pq| is the Manhattan distance
of p, q and λ is a normalization factor.
• When γ > 2, λ = Θ(γ−2). That is, the probability that node p chooses node q as a neighbor through
a weak tie is λ/|pq|γ = Θ(1/|pq|γ).
• When 0 ≤ γ < 2, λ = Θ(nγ/2−1). The probability that node p chooses node q as a neighbor through
a weak tie is λ/|pq|γ = Θ(nγ/2−1/|pq|γ).
We consider the directed graph model where the weak ties issued by a node u has u as the tail and strong
ties are bidirectional. A k-complex contagion spreads in the inverse direction of an edge: a node becomes
infected if it follows at least k infected neighbors.
We consider two variations of the Kleinberg’s small world model: first, KWm,γ(n), where the weak ties
are chosen without replacement, that is, we do not permit multiple edges; and secondly, KIm,γ(n), where
1In order to eliminate the boundary effect, we wrap up the grid into a torus – i.e., the top boundary is identified with the bottom
boundary and the left boundary is identified with the right boundary.
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the weak ties are distributed independently (with replacements). We will see that these two models behave
very differently with respect to complex contagions. We will use the notation K∗m,γ(n) to refer to both
KWm,γ(n) and K
I
m,γ(n) simultaneously.
We say that two nodes u, v are a seed pair if they are adjacent on the grid structure of K∗m,γ(n). We
will say that k nodes u1, · · · , uk are a k-seed cluster if they form a connected subgraph via only the grid
structure.
3 Upper Bounds
In this section, we prove two upper bound theorems. Let αk =
2(k2+k+2)
k(k+1) and βk =
2(k+1)
k . We consider
k-complex contagions on graphs K∗m,γ(n), where 2 ≤ k ≤ m = O(1). We first prove that a k-complex
contagion spreads in polylogarithmic number of rounds on KWm,γ(n) when γ ∈ (2, αk). Using a similar
technique, we prove a polylogarithmic upper bound on the speed of k-complex contagions in KIm,γ(n)
when γ ∈ (2, βk). The case of γ = 2 is handled for both of the models together (Theorem 6). We note
that the subtle difference in how the networks are defined, makes a rather large difference in how complex
contagions spread.
Both of the upper bound proofs are obtained by establishing the following recurrence relation:
T (n) = k + 2T (n1−δ),
where T (n) is the time it takes to infect a square of n nodes in K∗m,γ(n). The idea behind the recursion is
to start with a square, S, of n nodes. Divide S into nδ many smaller squares for 0 < δ < 1. Fix a particular
small squareAwhere the initial seeds locate. We then show that whenA is fully infected, there will be a new
seed in each of the other nδ− 1 small squares and thus they will be infected in parallel. The main difference
for allowing versus disallowing multi-edges is that when multi-edges are allowed it is often enough to infect
a single node u to obtain a new seed. This means that new seeds appear more often compared to the case
where multi-edges are not allowed. This is because, with constant probability, k − 1 of u’s local neighbors
will have k redundant edges to this vertex, thus allowing the k-complex contagion to spread thereafter.
Theorem 1. Let 2 ≤ k ≤ m = O(1). Consider a Kleinberg’s small world model KWm,γ(n) of n vertices
where 2 < γ < αk. Let 0 < δ < 1 − γαk , 1−δ((k+12 )+1)(1−δ)+(k+12 )γ/2 ≤ c, and 0 < d, and α =
c
2 + log 11−δ
2
be constants. If we start a k-complex contagion from a k-seed cluster I, it takes at most O (logα n) rounds
for the contagion to spread to the whole network with probability at least 1− n−d.
We first provide a definition:
Definition 2. Fix constants δ, c, d, k, let λ be the normalization factor of K∗m,γ(n) and let r = (6dλ )
c. We
say that a K∗m,γ(n) model is (δ, c, d, k)-recursively spreading if whenever
1. S is an `-sized square (
√
`×√`) of vertices in K∗m,γ(n) where ` > (r logc(n))(
1
1−δ );
2. A and B are any two disjoint `1−δ-sized subsquares of S; and
3. A is fully infected, then with probability at least 1 − `2(1−δ)/nd, there is a new k-seed cluster in B
that is infected in ≤ k rounds.
The probability is over the coin flips of the K∗m,γ(n) model.
We next state two lemmas. Theorem 1 follows directly from these lemmas.
Lemma 2. Fix constants δ, c, d, k. If a K∗m,γ(n) model is (δ, c, d, k)-recursively spreading , then if we start
a k-complex contagion from a k-seed cluster, it takes at most O (logα n) rounds for the contagion to spread
to the whole network with probability at least 1−n−d, where α = c2 + log 11−δ 2, and the probability is over
the coin flips of the K∗m,γ(n) model.
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Lemma 3. Fix constants 2 < γ < αk, 0 < δ < 1 − αkγ, 1−δ((k+12 )+1)(1−δ)+(k+12 )γ/2 ≤ c, and 0 < d, then
KWm,γ(n) is (δ, c, d, k)-recursively spreading.
Proof of Lemma 2. Let T (`) be the time it takes to infect all vertices on an
√
` × √` square in a K∗m,γ(n)
graph starting from a k-seed cluster with probability 1− `2/nd. Let r = ( 6d
λ3
)c
where λ is the normalization
factor (a constant) of the K∗m,γ(n) model. We establish the following recurrence relation for T (`):
T (`) ≤
{
k + 2T (`1−δ) if ` > (r logc n)(
1
1−δ )√
` o.w.
(1)
The second case of the recurrence follows immediately because a complex contagion using only strong
ties can cover a cell of size
√
`×√` in O(√`) rounds. Next, we explain the first case in the recurrence.
Start with a square S of ` > (r logc n)(
1
1−δ ) nodes. Divide S into `δ many smaller squares, each with
size `1−δ. Fix a particular small square A where the initial seeds locate. By the definition of T (`1−δ),
with probability at least 1 − `2(1−δ)/nd, subsquare A will be infected in time T (`1−δ). By assumption of
(δ, c, d, k)-recursively spreading, after k additional time steps, with probability at least 1−(`δ−1)`2(1−δ)/nd
each of the other (`δ − 1) sub-squares will have a k-seed cluster (applying the union bound). And so with
probability at least 1− (`δ−1)`2(1−δ)/nd they will all be infected in time T (`1−δ). At this point every node
of S is infected. By a union bound, the probability of failure is at most
`δ
(
2
`2(1−δ)
nd
)
= 2
`2−δ
nd
<
`2
nd
The last inequality follows because 2 ≤ `δ.
We use the recurrence to upper bound T (`). The height h of the recurrence tree is such that
(r logc(n))(
1
1−δ )
h
> n.
Rearranging, we can see that h ≥ log logn−log c log log(r logn)−log(1−δ) and taking h = log logn− log(1−δ) = log1/1−δ log n ≈
(1/δ) loglog n suffices. The cost of the recurrence is dominated by the sum of the running times of the leaf
cases. The branching factor of the tree is 2 and thus the number of leaves is at most 2h = 2log1/1−δ logn =
(log n)log1/1−δ 2. Therefore,
T (n) = O
(√
logc n
)
·O
(
(log n)
log 1
1−δ
2
)
= O
(
(log n)
c
2
+log 1
1−δ
2
)
.
We present the proof of Lemma 3 for k = 2 here, because the presentation is easier and gives more
insight into the nature of the lemma. The essence of the argument for k ≥ 3 is the same and its proof is
presented in Appendix A.
Proof of Lemma 3 when k = 2. When k = 2, we take 2 < γ < 8/3, 0 < δ < 8−3γ8 ,
2−2δ
8−3γ−8δ ≤ c, and
0 < d. Then we argue that KW2,γ(n) is (δ, c, d, 2)-recursively spreading.
Fix ` > (r logc n)(
1
1−δ ), and `-sized square S and two disjoint `(1−δ)-sized subsquares A and B, and
partition B into `(1−δ)/2 disjoint pairs of (grid) neighbor nodes u, v. Assume that a ∈ A. Let d(u, a) be the
Manhattan distance of u and a.
i) P1(`) = Prob {u has a weak tie to a ∈ A, via a particular edge}
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ii) P2(`) = Prob {u has a weak tie to A, via a particular edge} ≥ |A| × P1(`)
iii) P3(`) = Prob {u is connected to A, via 2 distinct weak ties}
iv) P4(`) = Prob {u, v form a new seed in B}
v) P5(`) = Prob {a new seed forms in B}
P1(`) ≥ λ
(d(u, a))γ
=
λ√
`γ
;
P2(`) ≥ |A| × P1(`) = λ`1−δ−γ/2;
P3(`) ≥ |{(a, b)|a, b ∈ A}| × Prob {u has a weak tie to a and a weak tie to b}
≥
(|A|
2
)
P1(`)
2 ≥ λ
2`2−2δ−γ
3
;
P4(`) ≥ P2(`)× P3(`) = λ
3`3−3δ−3γ/2
3
;
P5(`) ≥ 1− (1− P4(`))|B|/2 ≥ 1− exp{P4(`)|B|/2} = 1− exp{−λ
3
6
`4−4δ−3γ/2}
We want P5(`) to be very close to 1 and that means that we want the power of ` > 0, which gives us:
4− 4δ − 3γ/2 > 0 ⇒ γ < 8/3, δ < 8− 3γ
8
.
Also, note that P5 is increasing in `. Therefore, the smallest probability happens when then size of ` is
the smallest; that is `1−δ = r logc n and ` = (r logc n)1/(1−δ). We want 1 − P5
(
(r logc n)1/(1−δ)
)
to be
polynomially small even when ` takes on its smallest value. This requires that the power of log n be ≥ 1:
4c− 3cγ
2− 2δ ≥ 1 ⇒ c ≥
2− 2δ
8− 3γ − 8δ ;
and by replacing r = (6d/λ3)c, we get that
P5(`) ≥ 1− exp{−λ
3
6
(
(r logc n)1/(1−δ)
)4−4δ−3γ/2} ≥ 1− exp{−d log n} ≥ 1− n−d.
Finally, notice that this probability is much stronger than the statement of Lemma.
Now, we prove a polylogarithmic upper bound for the speed of a k-complex contagion onKIk,γ(n) when
2 < γ < βk where βk =
2(k+1)
k . We note that the subtle difference in how the networks are defined, makes
a rather large difference in how complex-cascades spread.
Consider the case of k = 2. The main difference with Theorem 1 is that new configurations of
nodes/edges can act as new seeds in KI2,γ(n) compared to K
W
2,γ(n). In K
W
2,γ(n), a new seed appears in
the graph if two grid neighbor nodes u, v have a total of 3 randomly created edges (weak ties) to the infected
parts of the network. One of them, say u becomes infected first using its two weak ties and v becomes
infected using one weak tie and one grid edge. However, in KI2,γ(n), if a node u
′ has by itself 2 randomly
created edges (weak ties) to the infected part, and a grid neighbor of u′, called v′, has one randomly created
edge to u′ besides the grid edge to u′, then u′, v′ can constitute a new seed together.
Theorem 4. Let k ≤ m = O(1). Consider a Kleinberg’s small world model KIm,γ(n) of n vertices where
2 < γ < βk. Let 0 < δ < 1− γβk , 1−δ(k+1)(1−δ)−kγ/2 ≤ c, and 0 < d, and α = c2 + log 11−δ 2 be constants. If
we start a k-complex contagion from a k-seed cluster I, it takes at mostO (logα n) rounds for the contagion
to spread to the whole network with probability at least 1− n−d.
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The proof of Theorem 4 follows immediately from Lemma 2 and Lemma 5 (proved in Appendix A).
The difference is that the bounds on values of γ, δ, c, r in Lemma 5 vary from those in Lemma 3.
Lemma 5. Fix constants 2 < γ < βk, 0 < δ < 1 − γβk , 1−δ(k+1)(1−δ)−kγ/2 ≤ c, and 0 < d, then KIm,γ(n) is
(δ, c, d, k)-recursively spreading.
3.1 When γ = 2
When γ = 2, an upper bound of O(log3.5 n) was proven in [11] for a 2-complex contagion on the Klein-
berg’s small world model KWm,2(n). This bound can be slightly improved since we observe that for a new
seed pair to be generated, we only need a total of three edges to the infected nodes, rather than four edges
assumed in [11]. Thus, the upper bound can be improved to be O(log3 n).
In [11] the result has also been extended to k-complex contagions (k > 2) on KWm,2(n) and an upper
bound of O(logk
2/2+1.5) can be obtained (there was a small typo in [11]). Again, we can slightly improve
this upper bound: in order to get a new k-seed cluster (u1, ..., uk), we do not need all ui’s, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, to
have k edges to the infected nodes. Since (u1, ..., uk) is a clique, it is sufficient for u1 to have k random
edges to the infected nodes, u2 to have k−1 random edges to the infected nodes, etc. Thus, the total number
of random edges needed from (u1, ..., uk) to the infected nodes would be equal to k + (k − 1) + ... + 1 =
k(k+1)/2. The idea of the proof works for obtaining an upper bound on the speed of a k-complex contagion
on the other Kleinberg’s small world model variation KIm,2(n) as well. Thus, we get the following theorem:
Theorem 6. Consider a Kleinberg’s small world model of n vertices where γ = 2, K∗m,2(n), (e.g. KIm,2(n)
orKWm,2(n)). If we start a k-complex contagion from a k-seed cluster, it takes at mostO
(
logk(k+1)/4+1.5 n
)
rounds for the contagion to spread to the whole network with probability 1−O(1/n).
3.2 When γ = αk, βk
The only points of parameter γ that we are not able to classify are αk in the KWm,γ(n) model and βk in
the KIm,γ(n) model. We note that in both Theorems 1 and 4, the exponent of the logarithm in the time
to infection, grows toward infinity. We conjecture that this is necessary and that the cascade at the critical
points of αk and βk is not polylogarithmic, though we cannot prove this. This is in contrast to γ = 2 where
a transition also occurs.
4 Lower Bounds
In this section, we first describe our three lower bound theorems and the general idea behind each of them.
Then, we present the detailed proofs.
What enabled us to prove the polylogarithmic upper bounds in Section 3, was the abundance of weak ties
in all the distance ranges: from short weak ties of constant length to long weak ties of length Ω(
√
n). Such
an abundance ceases to exist when γ is outside of [2, αk) for KWm,γ(n) and outside of [2, βk) for K
I
m,γ(n).
When γ ∈ [0, 2) weak ties become too random. In Subsection 4.1, we show that too much randomness
causes the complex contagion to be considerably slower. The intuition is that there is lack of coherence
to enable complex contagion to generate new seeds until the contagion has grown to a polynomially large
portion of the graph. The following theorem works for both graph models and for all possible values of k.
Theorem 7. Consider the Kleinberg’s small world model K∗m,γ(n) of n vertices where 0 ≤ γ < 2. If we
set I to be a k-seed cluster, then the speed of a k-complex contagion CC(K∗m,γ(n), k, I) is at least nδ,
δ < min
(
k−2+ε/2
2k ,
k−γ/2−1+ε
2+2k−kγ
)
, with probability at least 1 − O(n1−ε), where m ≥ k is a constant and
0 < ε < 1.
When γ > 2, there is a more subtle situation. As γ becomes big, weak ties become shorter. When the
weak ties become too short, one might suspect that the complex contagion might take a long time to travel
long distances in the graph. Our first attempt in formalizing this intuition appears in Theorem 8 below. The
theorem applies to k-complex contagions on both variations of the Kleinberg’s model (with and without
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multi-edges) for γ ∈ (βk,∞), where βk = 2(k+1)k . The proof divides the graph into a polynomial number
of blocks (of polynomial size) and shows that the k-complex contagion will travel only through adjacent
blocks. We show that if adjacent blocks of a block, like B, are not already infected, with high probability
no node inside that block, block B, gets infected.
Theorem 8. Consider a k-complex contagion CC(K∗m,γ(n), k, I) on Kleinberg’s small world network
K∗m,γ(n), and let I be a k-seed cluster. For every k and for every γ > βk = 2(k+1)k , there exists δ, β > 0
such that for any constant m > k, with probability 1− 1/nβ , it takes Ω(nδ) rounds for CC(K∗m,γ(n), k, I)
to spread to all the network.
We have proved an upper bound in KWm,γ(n), the model which does not allow multi-edges, for γ ∈
[2, αk) and an upper bound in KIm,γ(n), the model which allows multi-edges, for γ ∈ [2, βk). Theorem 8
gives a lower bound for the range of γ ∈ (βk,∞) for both KWm,γ(n) and KIm,γ(n) models.
We are left with one case: What is the speed of k-complex contagions in KWm,γ(n) when γ ∈ (αk, βk]?
This proves to be the trickiest case of them all, because it turns out that when γ ∈ (αk, βk], long ties are still
abundant in the KWm,γ(n) graph. This means that infections can occur between parts of the graph that are
far from each other. And that is why the argument of Theorem 8 can not be extended to solve the case of
γ ∈ (αk, βk] for KWm,γ(n).
A better dissection of the nature of a complex contagion is needed to solve this case. We prove a
polynomial lower bound for the KWm,γ(n) model when γ ∈ (αk,∞) = (αk, βk] ∪ (βk,∞). We achieve this
by carefully analyzing the possible scenarios that could lead to generation of new seed clusters in far-away
distances. We show that despite the existence of infections occurring over large distances, new seed clusters
do not appear in these distances with high probability.
Theorem 9. Consider the Kleinberg’s small world modelKWm,γ(n) (without multi-edges) of n vertices where
2(k2+k+2)
k(k+1) = αk < γ. Let 0 <  <
1−αk/γ
2 , and 1 +
(
k+1
2
)
(1 − γ(1/2 − )) < ζ < 0. Start a k-complex
contagion from a k-seed cluster I. Then, with probability at least 1−O(nζ), it takes the contagion at least
n/3 rounds to spread to the whole network.
4.1 Proof of Theorem 7
Recall that when 0 ≤ γ < 2, the normalization factor λ = Θ(nγ/2−1). That is, the probability that node p
chooses node q as a neighbor through a random edge is λ/|pq|γ = Θ(nγ/2−1/|pq|γ).
Recall that in network K∗m,γ(n) each node has m strong ties to the m closest nodes in the grid, and m
weak ties randomly distributed to other nodes by the specified distribution. Assume that s is a node in the
graph. The initial seeds are a k-seed cluster which includes s along with the closest k nodes on the grid to
s. Consider the set D of nodes within Manhattan distance nδ from s. We prove that the contagion inside D
would not utilize weak ties and can only spread along the strong ties until D is completely covered. Since
propagation along strong ties is local, it would require Ω(nδ) rounds to just cover D.
We say a node u has a wide bridge to D, if u issues at least k weak ties to nodes in D. We are going to
show the following two statements:
1. The expected number of nodes in the annulus A(2nδ,
√
n), defined as the set of nodes whose Man-
hattan distance to s is within the range (2nδ,
√
n], with wide bridges to D, denoted as Z1, is small;
2. The expected number of nodes in the disk B(2nδ), defined as the nodes whose Manhattan distance is
at most 2nδ from s, that have wide bridges to D, denoted as Z2, is small.
First, we compute Z1. Let u be a node in the annulus A(2nδ,
√
n). Then the distance of u to any
node q inside D, |uq|, is bounded by constant factors of the distance from u to the center s, |us|. That is,
c1|us| < |uq| < c2|us|, with two constants c1 < c2. Let y = |us| be the Manhattan distance of u to s. One
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can easily verify that
Q1 = Prob
{
Node u ∈ A(2nδ,√n) has 1 weak tie to D
}
= O
(
λ
yγ
n2δ
)
Q2 = Prob
{
Node u ∈ A(2nδ,√n) has at least k weak ties to D
}
= O
((
λ
yγ
n2δ
)k)
.
We explain the second equation. Note that the outgoing edges of a node are independent of each other in
KIm,γ(n), but not in K
W
m,γ(n). While the out going edges of a node are not completely independent, they
are close enough: No matter what configuration the first (up to) j − 1 ties have, the next tie has a O(Q1)
probability of connecting to D. Thus, the probability that any given vertex has j long-range ties is bounded
by O((Q1)j).
Now, we compute Z1 using linearity of expectation:
Z1 =
∫ √n
2nδ
O
((
λ
yγ
· n2δ
)k)
Θ(y)dy = O
(
λkn2kδ
)∫ √n
2nδ
y1−kγdy
=

O
(
1/nk−1−2kδ
)
, 0 ≤ γ < 2/k
O
(
log n/nk−1−2kδ
)
, γ = 2/k
O
(
1/nk(
1
2
−δ)(2−γ)−2δ
)
, 2/k < γ < 2
Now, we boundZ2. Consider a node u inB(2nδ). Notice thatD is contained in the diskD′ of radius 3nδ
from u. Thus, the probability that one weak tie issued by u falls inside D is no greater than the probability
P of this weak tie connecting to nodes in D′. The latter can be bounded from above:
P ≤
∫ 3nδ
1
λ
yγ
ydy = λ(3nδ)2−γ = O
(
1/n(
1
2
−δ)(2−γ)
)
.
Hence, we get that the probability that node u ∈ B(2nδ) has k weak tie to D is at most P k. We bound Z2:
Z2 = O
(
(2nδ)2/nk(
1
2
−δ)(2−γ)
)
= O
(
1/nk(
1
2
−δ)(2−γ)−2δ
)
We can verify that Z1 = O(1/n1−ε) and Z2 = O(1/n1−ε) for 0 < ε < 1 when
δ < min
(
k − 2 + ε/2
2k
,
k − γ/2− 1 + ε
2 + 2k − kγ
)
.
Now, by Markov inequality, Z1 ≥ 1 and Z2 ≥ 1 only happen with small probability. By union bound, we
have that Z1 = Z2 = 0 with probability at least 1−O(1/n1−ε).
If there are no wide bridges to/from D, the contagion inside D can only utilize the strong ties and
it will take it Ω(nδ) rounds to cover D. Hence, the contagion speed is Ω
(
nδ
)
with probability at least
1−O(1/n1−ε).
4.2 Proof of Theorem 8
Fix k and γ > βk. Define  > 0 so that γ =
2(k++1)
k . Let δ =

4(1+) , β = /3 and then fix a constant m.
The basic proof strategy is to divide the 2-dimensional
√
n ×√n grid into n 12−δ × n 12−δ sized blocks.
We call two blocks adjacent if they are next to each other, or are diagonally adjacent. Any two vertices for
two non-adjacent blocks are of distance at least n
1
2
−δ. We show that the probability that any vertex in a
block has k neighbors in non-adjacent blocks on the grid is at most n−β . We then show that the k-complex
contagion must spread via adjacent blocks. If this is the case, then it will take time Ω(n1/2−δ) to cross from
the block containing the initial seeds to the block furthest away on the grid (wrapped up to a torus).
We will use the following two facts:
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1. The probability that a weak tie issued by a node u has Manhattan distance greater than n
1
2
−δ is at
most P1 =
∫ √n
n
1
2−δ
x−γxdx = O(1/n(
1
2
−δ)(γ−2)).
2. The probability that any vertex has k neighbors of distance greater than n
1
2
−δ is at most
O(1/nk(
1
2
−δ)(γ−2)−1).
The outgoing edges of a node are independent of each other in KIm,γ(n), but not in K
W
m,γ(n). While
the out going edges of a node are not completely independent, they are close enough: No matter what
configuration the first (up to) j − 1 ties have, the next tie has a O(P1) probability of being longer
than n
1
2
−δ. Thus, the probability that any given vertex has j long-range ties is bounded by O((P1)j).
Consider a vertex u which issues m weak ties. Each one has probability at most O(1/n(
1
2
−δ)(γ−2)) of
being longer than n
1
2
−δ. Thus, the probability that k weak ties are longer than n
1
2
−δ is at most
O
((
m
k
)
(1/n(
1
2
−δ)(γ−2))k
)
= O
(
1/n(
1
2
−δ)k(γ−2)
)
.
Taking a union bound over n vertices, the claim is proved.
Now, by manipulations we see that O(1/n(
1
2
−δ)(γ−2)−1) ⊆ O(1/nβ) because γ − 2 = 2+2k and δ =

4(1+) so we get O(1/n
( 1
2
− 
4(1+)
)(2+)−1
) and after manipulations, this is O(1/n

2 ) ⊆ O(1/nβ).
If no vertex has k weak ties of distance at least n1/2−δ, in one round the k-complex contagion can
only spread to blocks that are adjacent to those blocks already containing infected vertices. By the above
claim, this is true with probability at least 1 − n−β . In this case, the number of steps required is at least√
n
(2k+1)n1/2−δ >
nδ
3k . Initially, at most k rows of the grid are infected. At each step, the infection can only
move one row to the right or left of the infected regions. After r rounds there are at most (2r+ 1)k infected
rows. So, to infect nδ rows, it takes Ω(nδ/(2k + 1)) rounds.
4.3 Proof of Theorem 9
We say that a weak tie is long if its length is at least n
1
2
− and it is short otherwise. The definition of short
ties also includes grid edges. Let G = KWm,γ(n) denote the graph.
Definition 3. We create a DAG, D(G,A), out of the route of infection on a network G starting from A:
There is an edge from any node (not in A) to the k nodes that first caused it to be infected. In the case
that a node had more than k neighbors at the time of infection, arbitrarily choose k.
For any subset of nodes S, defineA(S) to be the nodes reachable from S using only short ties in the
D(G,A). A(S) includes S and the edges must be traversed in accord with their orientation.
Let L(S) be the number of long range ties connected to nodes in A(S). We overload notation and
use A and L on singleton vertices.
Proposition 1. Let nodes u and v be connected by a (directed) path inD(G,A); the time difference between
when u, v are infected is at least the length of the path.
Proof. Follows from the fact that any two nodes connected by an edge were infected ≥ 1 round apart.
Lemma 10. Let a cascade start from k-seed cluster A and let B be another k-seed cluster:
• Either A ∩ A(B) 6= ∅;
• or there exists a connected subset of nodes of size k2− k+ 1 in KWm,γ(n), that has at least
(
k+1
2
)
long
ties connected to its vertices.
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The following lemma is based on computation and its proof is presented at the end of this subsection.
Lemma 11. Let αk < γ, 0 <  <
1−αk/γ
2 , and 1 +
(
k+1
2
)
(1− γ(12 − )) < ζ < 0. Then with probability at
least 1− O (nζ), no connected subset of nodes of size k2 − k + 1 in KWm,γ(n), has at least (k+12 ) long ties
connected to its vertices.
We now use Proposition 1, Lemma 10, and Lemma 11 to prove Theorem 9.
Proof of Theorem 9. Assume that the k-complex contagion starts from k-seed cluster A. Let B be a k-
seed cluster that is distance
√
n/3 from A. By Lemma 11, we know that with probability 1 − O (nζ), no
connected subset of nodes of size k2 − k + 1 in G has at least (k+12 ) long ties connected to its vertices.
However, if this is the case, then by Lemma 10 we know that A ∩ A(B) 6= ∅.
IfA∩A(B) 6= ∅, then there is a path of short edges fromA toB over which the contagion is transmitted.
However, because A and B are distance
√
n/3 apart, such a path should travels distance
√
n/3 using edges
that span at most distance n
1
2
− and thus has at least n/3 edges. A is infected at time 0, so by Proposition 1
this implies that B is not infected until round n/3.
Thus, with probability 1−O (nζ), it takes ≥ n/3 rounds to infect the entire graph.
It remains to prove Lemma 10 and the the following Proposition will help.
Proposition 2. Fix s ≤ k and let S ⊆ A(B) where |A(S)| ≥ s. If A ∩ A(B) = ∅, then
L(S) ≥
s−1∑
i=0
(k − i) = k + (k − 1) + ...+ (k − s+ 1).
Proof of Proposition 2. The proposition is true for s = 0. For the sake of induction, assume the proposition
is true for when s ≤ ` < k. Let |A(S)| ≥ `+ 1. Topologically order the vertices in A(S) and let T be the
set of the first ` vertices in this ordering and v be the `+ 1st vertex in this ordering.
Then |A(T )| ≥ ` and so by the inductive hypothesis, we have that L(T ) ≥ ∑`−1i=0(k − i) = k + (k −
1) + ... + (k − ` + 1). However, v has at most ` vertices before it in the ordering. Thus, it necessarily has
k− ` long-range ties because it required k neighbors to be infected, but had at most ` short-range neighbors
that contributed to this k. SoA(T ∪{v}) = A(T )∪{v} ⊆ A(S) has k+(k−1)+ ...+(k−`+1)+(k−`)
long-range ties. And this completes the inductive step.
Proof of Lemma 10. Assume thatA∩A(B) = ∅. We must find a connected subset of nodes of size k2−k+1
in G, that has at least
(
k+1
2
)
long ties connected to its vertices. We consider two cases:
1. There exists a node v ∈ B, such that |A(v)| ≥ k.
Sort A(v) in topological ordering and consider the first node in the ordering, v0 ∈ A(v), such that
|A(v0)| ≥ k.
We will showA(v0) is a connected subset of nodes of size at most k2− k+ 1 in KWm,γ(n), that has at
least
(
k+1
2
)
long ties connected to its vertices. By v0’s minimality, we have that ∀u ∈ A(v0), |A(u)| ≤
k − 1. Since the in-degree of v0 is at most k, we have that
|A(v0)| ≤ k(k − 1) + 1 = k2 − k + 1.
Also, because |A(v0)| ≥ k, by Proposition 2, we know that
L(x0) ≥ k + (k − 1) + · · ·+ 1 + 0 =
(
k + 1
2
)
.
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2. For all v ∈ B, |A(v)| ≤ k − 1.
We will show A(B) is a connected subset of nodes of size at most k2 − k + 1 in KWm,γ(n), that
has at least
(
k+1
2
)
long ties connected to its vertices. Now we have that k ≤ |A(B)| ≤ k(k − 1).
The lower bound follows because |B| = k and B ⊆ A(B). The upper bound follows because
A(B) = ⋃v∈B A(v). Because of the lower bound, by Proposition 2 , we know that
L(B) ≥ k + (k − 1) + · · ·+ 1 =
(
k + 1
2
)
.
Hence, in either cases, we find a connected subset of nodes of size at most k2 − k + 1 in G, that has at least(
k+1
2
)
long ties connected to its vertices.
It only remains to prove Lemma 11.
Proof of Lemma 11. Consider a specific set of k2−k+1 connected nodes inKWm,γ(n), S = {u1, . . . , uk2−k+1}.
We compute the probability that nodes of S have collectively
(
k+1
2
)
long range ties to other nodes in
KWm,γ(n).
i) P1 = Prob
{
Node u1 has one long tie to any node in KWm,γ(n)
}
ii) P2 = Prob
{
Nodes in S have collectively
(
k+1
2
)
long ties to other nodes in KWm,γ(n)
}
P1 =
∑
∀ a∈G:d(u,a)≥n1/2−
λ
(d(u, a))γ
∈ O
(
n
(n
1
2
−2)γ
)
= O
(
n1−(1/2−)γ
)
P2 ≤
m(k2−k+1)∑
i=(k+12 )
(
m(k2 − k + 1)
i
)
O
(
(P1)
i
)
(1− P1)m(k2−k+1)−i
≤
m(k2−k+1)∑
i=(k+12 )
(
m(k2 − k + 1)
i
)
O
(
(P1)
i
)
∈ O
(
P
(k+12 )
1
)
= O
(
(n1−(1/2−)γ)(
k+1
2 )
)
The outgoing edges of different nodes in S are independent of each other. While the outgoing edges of a
single node are not completely independent, they are close enough: No matter what configuration the first
(up to) j − 1 ties have, the next tie has a O(P1) probability of being a long range tie. Thus, the probability
that any given vertex has j long-range ties is bounded by O((P1)j).
We know that the highest degree of nodes in the graph, H(n), is at most log n with probability at least
1− n−m log logn+1.
Consider all connected subsets of size k2 − k + 1 in B. If H(n) ≤ log n, then there are at most
n× ((k2 − k) log n)k2−k such connected subsets in the graph, because there are n choices for the first node
and at most (k2− k) log n choices for each of the next k2− k nodes. If H(n) > log n, the number nk2−k+1
gives a trivial bound on the number of all such subsets. We want to compute the following probability:
P3 = Prob
{
Any set of k2 − k + 1 connected nodes has ≥
(
k + 1
2
)
long ties connected to its vertices
}
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We condition P3 on H(n) being less/bigger than log n.
P3 ≤ P2 × n
(
(k2 − k) log n)k2−k × (1− n−m log logn+1) + P2 × nk2−k+1 × n−m log logn+1
= O
(
n(
k+1
2 )(1−(1/2−)γ) × n logk2−k n
)
⊆ O
(
nζ
)
We want P3 to be polynomially small, so we require that:
1 +
(
k + 1
2
)(
1− γ
2
+ γ
)
< ζ < 0 ⇒ 1 +
(
k + 1
2
)
−
(
k + 1
2
)
γ/2 < 0
⇒ γ > 2(k
2 + k + 2)
k(k + 1)
= αk
But this means that this inequality can be satisfied because
1 +
(
k + 1
2
)
(1− (1/2− )γ) < 1 +
(
k + 1
2
)(
1− γ/2 + γ(1− αk/γ)
2
)
since  <
1− αk/γ
2
= 1 +
(
k + 1
2
)
(1− αk/2)
≤ 1 +
(
k + 1
2
)(
1−
(
1 +
1(
k+1
2
))) since αk/2 = 1 + 1(k+1
2
)
= 0.
5 Related Work
General models on complex contagions. The model of k-complex contagions belongs to the general
family of threshold models, in which each node may have a different threshold on the number of infected
edges/neighbors needed to become infected [12]. The threshold model is motivated by certain coordination
games studied in the economics literature in which a user maximizes its payoff when adopting the behavior
as the majority of its neighbors. Many of the studies focus on the stable states, and structural properties that
prevent complete adoption of the advanced technology (better behaviors) [17]. Montanari and Saberi [16]
analyze a particular dynamics and show that the convergence time is exponential in a quantity called the
‘tilted cutwidth’ of the graph and characterized the convergence time for Kleinberg’s small world model.
The main difference in our model, compared to the coordination game, is that we do not have a competing
old behavior and all users once infected will remain infected.
Complex contagions on time-evolving graphs. In our recent work to be reported elsewhere [10], we ana-
lyzed the behavior of complex contagions in time evolved networks, one of which is the famous preferential
attachment model [5]. We proved that a k-complex contagion can spread in O(log n) number of rounds in
such graphs.
Complex contagions with randomly chosen seeds. In bootstrap percolation [8, 1], all nodes have the
same threshold but initial seeds are randomly chosen. Here, the focus is to examine the threshold of the
number of initial seeds with which the infection eventually ‘percolates’, i.e. diffuses to the entire network.
Studies have been done on the random Erdos-Renyi graph [13] , the random regular graphs [4], and the
configuration model [2], etc [3]. All of these results show that for a complex contagion to percolate, the
number of initial seeds is a growing function of the network size and in many cases a constant fraction of the
entire network. In contrast, we always start with a constant number of seeds and we would like to examine
whether a fast spreading is possible.
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A Proofs of Lemma 3 and Lemma 5
In this section, we first provide the proof of Lemma 3 for general k; and then we prove Lemma 5. Both of
these lemmas are computational tasks and follow from definitions of the KWm,γ(n) and K
I
m,γ(n) models and
Definition 2. As before αk =
2(k2+k+2)
k(k+1) and βk =
2(k+1)
k .
Statement of of Lemma 3. Fix constants 2 < γ < αk, 0 < δ < 1 − αkγ, 1−δ((k+12 )+1)(1−δ)+(k+12 )γ/2 ≤ c,
and 0 < d, then KWm,γ(n) is (δ, c, d, k)-recursively spreading.
Proof. Let r =
(
d2k
∏k
i=1 i
k−i+1
λ(
k+1
2 )
)c
Fix ` > (r logc n)(
1
1−δ ), and `-sized square S and two disjoint `(1−δ)-
sized subsquaresA andB, and partitionB into `(1−δ)/k disjoint pairs of (grid) neighbor nodes (u1, . . . , uk).
Assume that a ∈ A. Let d(u, a) be the Manhattan distance of u and a.
i) P1(`) = Prob {u has a weak tie to a ∈ A, via a particular edge}
ii) P2(`) = Prob {u has a weak tie to A, via a particular edge} ≥ |A| × P1(`)
iii) Qs(`) = Prob {u is connected to A, via s distinct weak ties}
iv) P4(`) = Prob {(u1, . . . , uk) form a new seed in B}
v) P5(`) = Prob {a new seed forms in B}
P1(`) ≥ λ
(d(u, a))γ
=
λ√
`γ
;
P2(`) ≥ |A| × P1(`) = λ`1−δ−γ/2;
Qs(`) ≥ |{(a1, . . . , as)|a1, . . . , as ∈ A}| × Prob {u has a weak tie to a1, . . . , as}
≥
(|A|
s
)
P1(`)
s ≥ λ
s`s(1−δ−γ/2)
2s!
;
P4(`) ≥ Qk(`)×Qk−1(`)× · · · ×Q1(`) = λ
(k+12 )`(
k+1
2 )(1−δ−γ/2)
2k
∏k
i=1 i
k−i+1 ;
P5(`) ≥ 1− (1− P4(`))|B|/2 ≥ 1− exp{P4(`)|B|/2}
= 1− exp{− λ
(k+12 )
2k
∏k
i=1 i
k−i+1 `
((k+12 )+1)(1−δ)−(k+12 )γ/2}
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We want P5(`) to be very close to 1 and that means that we want the power of ` > 0, which gives us:((
k + 1
2
)
+ 1
)
(1− δ)−
(
k + 1
2
)
γ/2 > 0 ⇒ γ < αk, δ < 1− γ
αk
.
Also, note that P5 is increasing in `. Therefore, the smallest probability happens when then size of ` is
the smallest; that is `1−δ = r logc n and ` = (r logc n)1/(1−δ). We want 1 − P5
(
(r logc n)1/(1−δ)
)
to be
polynomially small even when ` takes on its smallest value. This requires that the power of log n be ≥ 1:
c
1− δ
(((
k + 1
2
)
+ 1
)
(1− δ)−
(
k + 1
2
)
γ/2
)
≥ 1
⇒ c ≥ 1− δ((
k+1
2
)
+ 1
)
(1− δ)− (k+12 )γ/2;
and by replacing r =
(
d2k
∏k
i=1 i
k−i+1
λ(
k+1
2 )
)c
, we get that
P5(`) ≥ 1− exp{− λ
(k+12 )
2k
∏k
i=1 i
k−i+1 ((r log
c n)
1
(1−δ) )((
k+1
2 )+1)(1−δ)−(k+12 )γ/2}
≥ 1− exp{−d log n} ≥ 1− n−d.
Finally, notice that this probability is much stronger than the statement of Lemma.
Statement of of Lemma 5. Fix constants 2 < γ < βk, 0 < δ < 1− γβk , 1−δ(k+1)(1−δ)−kγ/2 ≤ c, and 0 < d,
then KIm,γ(n) is (δ, c, d, k)-recursively spreading.
Proof. Let r =
(
dk(k
2γ+1)
λk2
)c
Fix ` > (r logc n)(
1
1−δ ), an `-sized square S and two disjoint `(1−δ)-sized
subsquares A and B, and partition B into `(1−δ)/k disjoint pairs of (grid) neighbor nodes (u1, . . . , uk).
Assume that a ∈ A. Let d(u, a) be the Manhattan distance of u and a.
i) P1(`) = Prob {u has a weak tie to a ∈ A, via a particular edge}
ii) P2(`) = Prob {u has a weak tie to A, via a particular edge} ≥ |A| × P1(`)
iii) Q1(`) = Prob {u1 is connected to A, via k distinct weak ties}
iv) Q′s(`) = Prob {us has k ties to u1}
v) P4(`) = Prob {(u1, . . . uk) form a new seed in B}
vi) P5(`) = Prob {a new seed forms in B}
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P1(`) ≥ λ
(d(u, a))γ
=
λ√
`γ
;
P2(`) ≥ |A| × P1(`) = λ`1−δ−γ/2;
Q1(`) ≥ P k2 ≥ λk`k(1−δ−γ/2);
Q′s(`) ≥
(
λ
kγ
)k
;
P4(`) ≥ Q1(`)×Q′2(`)× · · · ×Q′k(`) =
λ(k
2)`k(1−δ−γ/2)
k(γk2)
;
P5(`) ≥ 1− (1− P4(`))|B|/2 ≥ 1− exp{P4(`)|B|/k}
= 1− exp{− λ
(k2)
k(γk2+1)
`(k+1)(1−δ)−kγ/2}
We want P5(`) to be very close to 1 and that means that we want the power of ` > 0, which gives us:
(k + 1)(1− δ)− kγ/2 > 0 ⇒ γ < βk, δ < 1− γ
βk
.
Also, note that P5 is increasing in `. Therefore, the smallest probability happens when then size of ` is
the smallest; that is `1−δ = r logc n and ` = (r logc n)1/(1−δ). We want 1 − P5
(
(r logc n)1/(1−δ)
)
to be
polynomially small even when ` takes on its smallest value. This requires that the power of log n be ≥ 1:
c
1− δ ((k + 1)(1− δ)− kγ/2) ≥ 1 ⇒ c ≥
1− δ
(k + 1)(1− δ)− kγ/2;
and by replacing r =
(
dk(k
2γ+1)
λk2
)c
, we get that
P5(`) ≥ 1− exp{− λ
(k2)
k(γk2++1
(
(r logc n)1/(1−δ)
)(k+1)(1−δ)−kγ/2
≥ 1− exp{−d log n} ≥ 1− n−d.
Finally, notice that this probability is much stronger than the statement of Lemma.
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